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Welcome!
This 1 Day Negative Mind Detox is designed

to eliminate negativity from your mind by

helping you to understand why your

"stinking thinking" exists and how it affects

the way you react and respond to life in the

way that you currently do.  

 

This awareness enables you to create the

life that you desire because you will no

longer be a victim of your thoughts and

emotions, but rather the divine creator and

guider of your thoughts and emotions. 

 

Enjoy your new divine mindset! 

 

Love & Light

MEET  RACHAEL

Rachael A.

Rachael Alexander is the founder of Endigo Rae TV and endigorae.com a spiritual and health website and

company dedicated to help spiritual seekers to create an authentic, creative, and healthy life. She has helped

hundreds of men and women globally through her videos, products, and programs to transform their lives

and create divine lasting change. Described as "enlightening", wonderful, and "inspirational" her ability to

invoke transformation in the women and men's lives that she's touched while also providing real-life examples

from her own life as well as others and also proven techniques - allows her to provide real actual value and

transformation. 

 

Rachael is a Health & Mindset Coach, Spiritual Guide, Artist, & Yoga Instructor at endigorae.com. She is on a

mission to help women and men awaken to their divinity and recreate their lives as they see fit. Her prowess

lies in her ability to empower and equip what she calls "Mosaic Souls" with tangible tools and techniques to

release self-limiting beliefs, emotional blocks, and habits that don't support who they desire to be on earth. 

 

Her message reaches people all over the world via Endigo Rae TV on YouTube & facebook. She has been

featured on Real Foods Witch, WABTV, WRFG Radio, and other online platforms that support the raising of

human consciousness on the planet.  

 

Rachael's straight talking to-the-point approach paired with her kindness, loving wisdom, and deep insights

allow her to confirm and inspire Mosaic Souls (individuals who recognize that they are souls having a human

experience) to embrace their divine power, step into their highest potential, and create a life of deep meaning,

joy, fulfillment, and love. 
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Negative Mind Detox
ELIMINATE  YOUR  STINKING  THINKING

Do you find yourself complaining a lot, or find yourself reacting to life situations negatively more often than

not? At this point you may feel that this is just who you are and you can't really change your personality, but

I'm here to share with you that you can if it is your desire to create a more positive outlook and response to life

situations and events.  

 

You may consider yourself a vulgar, negative, feisty, or super sensitive person because you've noticed that you

respond to things that occur in your life in a way that at this point no longer satisfies you.  

 

Maybe you've said or done things that now you regret doing and you no longer want to proceed down that

road. 

 

Just know that you aren't broken, but you've accumulated a set of habitual ways of thinking and feeling that

derive from your earlier years even as far back as your childhood. 

 

These negative thoughts and emotional reactions stem from your beliefs and conditioning from past years,

and over time these responses have become etched programs in your mind that repeat over and over again

causing you to have negative thinking and reactions. 

 

Every time you have a strong constitution towards a predominant thought or way of seeing the world your

brain creates neural pathways and connections that become stronger every time you respond or react to life

in this same pattern. Essentially there becomes a whole community of neural connections that are created

around these thoughts to establish a "habitual thought pattern".  

 

Why? Because our brains are designed to help us make life easier, so when we continue to do the same things

over and over again our brain creates these connections so that these patterns become habits, so that we

don't have to work so hard to create the same responses or reactions later. This is a beautiful process, but can

work against you if these responses aren't positive or helping you to shape and create the life you desire.  

 

So the thing to remember is that the more you think and feel something, the more deeply it becomes

ingrained in your brain and emotional body.  

 

So the key is to release these 'habitual thought patterns' and create new ones so that you can shape your life

in the way that you'd like to experience it. This process is simple, but does take dedication, commitment, and

consistency.
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Identifying Your Current Landscape
UNDERSTANDING  YOUR  CURRENT  HABITS

At this point you may find that your emotional set point and style of thinking is defaulted to worry, fear, or

overall dissatisfaction. 

 

This mindset and emotional set point isn't your natural state of being. It can be changed and together that's

what we are going to do. 

 

So let's dive in! 

 

The key to changing your negative thought patterns is to CHOOSE to consciously think, act, and respond to

life 'differently' than you have been doing previously. 

 

So instead of: 

 Being afraid to put yourself out there

Relying on others to bring you joy and fulfillment

Avoiding getting close with others for fear of rejection

Not stepping out of your comfort zone and not pursuing your dreams because of fear of failure

Shutting off yourself and heart to avoid getting hurt or having your heart broken

Standing up for yourself for fear of being reprimanded or devastated

You are going to learn how to do the opposite of those things because they can and will lead to a life filled

with more joy, soul guidance, and meaning.  

 

Your thoughts and current programmed responses to life have been "keeping you safe" but really they've held

you back from living more authentically and fully in your divine power and having a more joyous and fulfilled

life!

SO  LETS  GET  STARTED !

The first step in letting go of the negative voice in your head and accompanying emotions is to identify what

exactly is your current programming. 

 

STEP ONE; Grab your journal and from the moment you arise out of bed in the morning and go back to sleep

at night I invite you to write down every negative thought and emotion you experience and feel. Yes, it may

take a little time, but it's well worth it. This is the detective work to see what your responses and reactions to

life have been consistently up until this point. This includes judgement you may have towards others and

yourself. At the end of the day transfer your thoughts onto the worksheet into the first column "Current

Negative Thoughts & Feelings". (you may want to use the notes on your phone if that's easier). 
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CURRENT  NEGATIVE  THOUGHTS  & FEELINGS NEW  WAY  OF  THINKING  -  MY  DIVINE  MIND
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Creating A Different Story
GOING  FROM  WHERE  YOU  ARE  TO  WHERE  YOU  WANT  TO  BE

STEP TWO: Question the stories that you tell yourself when these thoughts arise, and tell new stories that are

in support of what you desire to experience instead. Or simply let go of the story altogether and remain

neutral to the life events.  

 

Get your journal and write down the stories or following thoughts and emotions that follow when these

negative thoughts arise. Then write down the stories from a different perspective - one that is more positive or

more complete.  

 

A story is a series of thoughts with a highly charged 'emotion' attached to it.  

 

A negative story example would be: 

 

Life Event: You leave your friend a message and they haven't returned your call in three days. 

 

Your Story: "I wonder if she's mad at me? What did I do wrong? Did I offend her in some way?" 

 

Reality: Your friend finally returns your call on the 5th day to let you know she had a family emergency and

couldn't get to her messages until now. You did a lot of worrying without knowing the truth. 

 

See the difference? Same life event yet completely different responses would arise had you not created a

negative story to try an make sense of what went on.  

 

Stories are how we create our day to day reality. They shape the life we experience. It's natural to tell stories

the key here is to make sure that if you are going to give a life event meaning through a story that it is one that

supports what you desire to experience rather than a negative response due to not seeing the entire picture.

STEP THREE; In the 2nd column 'New Way Of Thinking - My Divine Mind' write down the new thoughts that

support who you desire to be and what you desire to experience instead. Essentially you want to write down

what you choose to think instead of the negative thought utilizing one of the following strategies:

Make a decision that you will no longer think this thought and remain neutral around that life event

Ask yourself "is this thought true?". Thoughts are not absolute they are just passing energy

Find the underlying truth - the positive gems. Every life event has the opportunity to create positive

meanings. You get to choose what meaning you give these events. 

Choose love instead of fear or judgement. Make a commitment to release judgement, bitterness,

resentment, envy, jealousy, complaints, blame, or gossip and choose love and positivity instead. 
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The Choice Is Yours
CHOOSE  YOUR  DIVINITY  VS  NEGATIVITY

STEP FOUR: Make a conscious decision every moment to choose your divine mind rather than your negative

mind by using the strategies you've learn in this mini guide.  

 

Every moment you have the power to choose whether or not to believe your negative thoughts and listen to

the "story" that accompanies it or whether you choose to immediately shift your negative thinking and

emotional habits to your divine natural state. Happiness is a choice and a mindset that you have to make over

and over again until it becomes your new habitual thought patterns, and this choice is is your hands beautiful! 

 

So be sure to take the power back and shift your negative thinking.

For more help in creating positive thought patterns click the link below:  

 

www.endigorae.com/apply 

 

To book your complimentary Negative Mind Breakthrough Session.

And remember to Flow with what feels good and let go of what

doesn't. To your divine mind! 

 

Love & Light

Rachael

http://www.endigorae.com/apply

